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OVERVIEW

What does this qualification cover?

This qualification covers craft skills - materials, design and making, as well as support areas such as marketing, business, administration and customer care.

The definition of Craft is broad and ranges from practice which is innovative and experimental, both in terms of its vision and manufacture, to traditional craft that supports and continues our cultural heritage. It covers a spread of material disciplines, from textiles to ceramics and from woodwork to metalwork. It covers variety of products, from small portable items to architectural structures.

They allow learners to learn, develop and practice the creative skills required for career progression in their specific Craft Industry.

The following areas that can be covered within this qualification:

- Select and use techniques, materials, tools and equipment for craft
- Use safe working practices and spaces for craft
- Complete the craft making process
- Manage time for craft work and practice
- Contribute to the design process for craft
- Keep up to date with the craft sector
- Obtain feedback from others to inform work and work practice in craft
- Present and display craft
- Assist with ideas for craft work and work practice
- Promote and represent craft
- Carry out basic financial transactions for craft
- Develop and maintain professional relationships in craft
- Price craftwork to secure sales
- Sell craft
- Use digital technologies for craftwork
All learners will cover all units which will give them the necessary skills to work in their specific Craft Industry.

This is a Framework qualification.

Who could take this qualification?

For learners who want a career in the Craft Industry.

This qualification is suitable for anyone from 16 years old or over to take this qualification.

WHAT COULD THIS QUALIFICATION LEAD TO?

This qualification could lead to jobs as a:

- Fashion designer
- Costume designer
- Basket Weaver
- Painter
- Wheel Wright
- Jeweler
- Heritage Blacksmiths
- Artist Blacksmiths

The learner could progress onto Higher Education or employment within the Craft Industry.

WHO SUPPORTS THIS QUALIFICATION?